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SENSITIVE SKIN â€“ The large open air holes on these MAM pacifiers allows for plenty of breathing
room for babies with sensitive skin and even lets you peek at your baby's smile!
SYMMETRICAL SHAPE â€“ Worrying about turning babyâ€™s pacifier over and over for the right fit
is a thing of the past with a binky from MAM. Always right-side up and fuss free.
SILICONE NIPPLE â€“ The BPA-free silicone nipple is a signature MAM pacifier design, with silky
SkinSoft material and a symmetrical shape that's ideal for jaw and teeth development.
STERILIZING STORAGE CASE â€“ Add water and pop into the microwave to sterilize MAM
pacifiers in just 3 minutes. No separate sterilizer means fewer baby items to take on the go!
PRODUCT DETAILS â€“ MAM for Sensitive Skin 6+ Pacifier, Air Collection, 2-Pack Plus Sterilizing
Pacifier HolderParenting is hard. We make stuff to make it easier.
MAM knows that being a parent is not always easy, so we make products that are smart and simple
to use. For over 40 years we've been obsessed with making innovative pacifiers, bottles, cups,
teethers, and toothbrushes, providing babies with optimal care at all stages.
MAM Air Orthodontic Pacifier
2 Air Pacifiers with Sterilizing Case
MAM's BPA/BPS-free Air Pacifiers have been developed by leading pediatric dentists and
developmental psychologists to provide maximum comfort and style for babies ages 6+ months*.
MAMâ€™s cutting-edge pacifiers combine technological innovation and trendsetting design to help
give babies a healthy start in life.
*Developed in conjunction with the International Childrenâ€™s Medical Research Society
SkinSoft silicone nipple feels soft and familiar like mom
Anti-slip texture helps nipple stay comfortably in babyâ€™s mouth
Curved shield allows the pacifier to sit comfortably on babyâ€™s face
Extra large shield openings allow air to circulate and babyâ€™s skin to breathe
Extra large air holes in shield allow baby's skin to breathe
Symmetrical nipple promotes healthy oral development by reducing pressure on incoming teeth
SkinSoft silicone nipple offers a familiar feel
Self-sterilizing case sterilizes pacifiers in the microwave in just 3 minutes

MAM Perfect Pacifier
MAM Air Night Pacifier
MAM Air Pacifier
MAM Original Pacifier
MAM Original Pacifier
6+ Nipple Size

SkinSoft Textured Silicone Nipple

Textured Shield (Reduces Skin Irritation)

Extra Air Exposure (For Sensitive Skin)

Extra Thin & Flexible Orthodontic Nipple
Quantity
2
2
2
2
3
Includes Self-Sterilizing Box
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